Abstract. Let E, F ⊂ R d be two self-similar sets, and suppose that F can be affinely embedded into E. Under the assumption that E is dust-like and has a small Hausdorff dimension, we prove the logarithmic commensurability between the contraction ratios of E and F . This gives a partial affirmative answer to Conjecture 1.2 in [9] . The proof is based on our study of the box-counting dimension of a class of multi-rotation invariant sets on the unit circle, including the αβ-sets initially studied by Engelking and Katznelson.
Introduction
For A, B ⊂ R d , we say that A can be affinely embedded into B if f (A) ⊂ B for some affine map f : R d → R d of the form f (x) = Mx + a, where M is an invertible d × d matrices and a ∈ R d . In this paper, we investigate the necessary conditions under which one self-similar set can be affinely embedded into another self-similar set.
Before formulating our result, we first recall some terminologies about self-similar sets. Let Φ = {φ i } ℓ i=1 be an iterated function system (IFS) on R d , that is, a finite family of contractive mappings on R d . It is well known (cf. [15] ) that there is a unique non-empty compact set K ⊂ R d , called the attractor of Φ, such that
Correspondingly, Φ is called a generating IFS of K. We say that Φ satisfies the open set condition (OSC) if there exists a non-empty bounded open set V ⊂ R d such that φ i (V ), 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, are pairwise disjoint subsets of V . Similarly, we say that Φ satisfies the strong separation condition (SSC) if φ i (K) are pairwise disjoint subsets of K. The strong separation condition always implies the open set condition ( [15] ). When all maps in an IFS Φ are similitudes, the attractor K of Φ is called a self-similar set. By a similitude we mean a map φ : R d → R d of the form φ(x) = ρP x + a, with ρ > 0, a ∈ R d and P an d × d orthogonal matrix. A self-similar set is called nontrivial if it is not a singleton.
The problem of determining whether one self-similar set can be affinely embedded into another self-similar set was first studied in [9] , revealing some interesting connections to smooth embeddings and intersections of Cantors sets. It was shown [9] that, under the open set condition, 1 one nontrivial self-similar set F can be embedded into another self-similar set E under a C 1 -diffeomorphism if and only if it can be affinely embedded into E; moreover, if F can not be affinely embedded into E, then there is a dimension drop in the intersection of E and any C 1 -image of F in the sense that
where f is any C 1 -diffeomorphism on R d , and dim H stands for Hausdorff dimension (cf. [7, 17] ).
The above affine embedding problem is also closely related to other investigations on self-similar sets and measures, including classifications of self-similar subsets of Cantor sets [10] , structures of generating IFSs of Cantor sets [11, 3, 4] , Hausdorff dimension of intersections of Cantor sets [5, 12] , Lipschitz equivalence and Lipschitz embedding of Cantor sets [8, 2] , geometric rigidity of ×m-invariant measures [13] , and equidistribution from fractal measures [14] .
It is natural to expect that, if one nontrivial self-similar set can be affinely embedded into another self-similar set which is totally disconnected, then the contraction ratios of these two sets should satisfy certain arithmetic relations. The following conjecture has been formulated from this view point.
Conjecture 1.1 ([9]
). Suppose that E, F are two totally disconnected nontrivial selfsimilar sets in R d , generated by IFSs Φ = {φ i } ℓ i=1 and Ψ = {ψ j } m j=1 respectively. Let ρ i , γ j denote the contraction ratios of φ i and ψ j . Suppose that F can be affinely embedded into E. Then for each 1 ≤ j ≤ m, there exist non-negative rational numbers t i,j such that
We remark that the above arithmetic relations on ρ i , γ j do fulfil when E and F are dust-like (i.e., Φ and Ψ satisfy the SSC) and Lipschitz equivalent [8] . Nevertheless, no arithmetic conditions are needed for the Lipschitz embeddings. Indeed, it was shown in [2] that if E, F are dust-like with dim H F < dim H E, then F can be Lipschitz embedded into E.
So far Conjecture 1.1 has been considered in [9, 1, 19, 21] in the special case that Φ is homogeneous, that is, ρ i = ρ for all i. It was proved in [9] that the conjecture is true under the additional assumptions that Φ is homogeneous satisfying the SSC and dim H E < 1/2. Recently, Algom [1] showed that in the case that d = 1, the conjecture holds under the SSC and homogeneity on Φ, the OSC on Ψ and an additional assumption that dim H E − dim H F < δ, where δ is a positive constant depending on dim H F . Very recently, Shmerkin [19] and Wu [21] independently obtained much sharper result in the case that d = 1. Shmerkin [19] proved that Conjecture 1.1 holds under the assumptions that d = 1, Φ is homogeneous satisfying the OSC and dim H E < 1. Wu [21] proved the conjecture under almost the same assumptions, except for putting the SSC on Φ instead of the OSC.
In this paper we consider the general case that Φ might not be homogeneous. Let Q denote the set of rational numbers. For u 1 , . . . , u k ∈ R, set
Then span Q (u 1 , . . . , u k ) is a linear space over the field Q with dimension ≤ k.
Our main result is the following. Theorem 1.2. Under the assumptions of Conjecture 1.1, suppose in addition that Φ satisfies the SSC and dim H E < c, where
with λ = dim span Q (log ρ 1 , . . . , log ρ ℓ ). Then the conclusion of Conjecture 1.1 holds.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is based on our study of the box counting dimension of certain multi-rotation invariant sets on the unit circle. To be more precise, we first introduce some notation and definitions. Let T = R/Z denote the unit circle (which can be viewed as the unit interval [0, 1] with the endpoints being identified). Let π : R → T be the canonical mapping defined by x → {x}, where {x} stands for the fractional part of x.
equivalently if, whenever x ∈ K, then there exists i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} so that x+π(
Definition 1.4. Let α 1 , . . . , α ℓ ∈ R with ℓ ≥ 1. Say that α 1 , . . . , α ℓ are Q + -independent (mod 1) if the following equation
in the variables t 1 , . . . , t ℓ has a unique solution (0, . . . , 0) in Q ℓ + , where Q + stands for the set of non-negative rational numbers.
Similarly we can define Q-independence (mod 1) via replacing Q + by Q in Definition 1.4. It is clear that the Q-independence (mod 1) implies the Q + -independence (mod 1).
The study of (α 1 , . . . , α ℓ )-sets has its origin in the early works of Engelking and Katznelson [6, 16] . In 1961, Engelking [6] raised the question of existence of nowhere dense (α, β)-sets (for short, αβ-sets), where α, β are Q-independence (mod 1). Finally in 1979, Katznelson [16] gave an affirmative answer to this question. He showed that for any such pair (α, β), there always exist nowhere dense αβ-sets; furthermore for certain special pairs (α, β), there exist αβ-sets of Hausdorff dimension 0.
In contrast to Katznelson's result, we prove the following result claiming that, any (α 1 , . . . , α ℓ )-orbit passing through infinitely many points has a large lower boxcounting dimension (cf. [7, 17] for the definition).
is an (α 1 , . . . , α ℓ }-orbit passing through infinitely many points. Let K be the closure of the set {x n : n ≥ 0}. Then the following statements hold.
(i) If ℓ = 2, then either K − K = T or K has a non-empty interior; in particular,
where dim B stands for lower box-counting dimension.
Notice that when α 1 , . . . , α ℓ are Q + -independent (mod 1), x n = x m for different n, m for any (α 1 , . . . , α ℓ )-orbit (x n ) ∞ n=0 . Hence by Theorem 1.5, we have the following corollary, saying that under the assumption of Q + -independence, every αβ-set or more generally, every (α 1 , . . . , α ℓ )-set has a large lower box-counting dimension.
To our best knowledge, Theorem 1.5 seems to be new. It not only plays a key role in our proof of Theorem 1.2, but is also interesting in its own right. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove Theorem 1.5. In Section 3 we prove Theorem 1.2. In Section 4, we pose several questions for further study.
Box-counting dimension of multi-rotation invariant sets
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.5. Let ℓ ∈ N, ℓ ≥ 2 and α 1 , . . . , α ℓ ∈ R. Suppose that (x n ) ∞ n=0 is an (α 1 , . . . , α ℓ )-orbit that takes infinitely many values. Without loss of generality, we assume that x 0 = 0. Then by Definition 1.3, there exists a sequence (ω n ) ∞ n=1 with ω n ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} such that
Set X = {x n : n ≥ 0}. Then K = X, where X stands for the closure of X. Below we prove parts (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1.5 separately.
Proof of Theorem 1.5(i). Assume that ℓ = 2. It is enough to show that either X − X is dense in T, or X has a non-empty interior. As a direct consequence,
where the second inequality follows from the simple fact that, if X can be covered by k balls B 1 , . . . , B k of radius r, then X − X can be covered by
and hence by k 2 many balls of radius 3r.
We first assume that α 1 , α 2 are Q + -dependent (mod 1). Since X contains infinitely points, one of α 1 , α 2 must be irrational. Without loss of generality, we assume that α 2 ∈ Q. Then by the assumption of Q + -dependence (mod 1), one of the following two scenarios must occur: (a)
If (a) occurs, since X contains infinitely points, we have ω n = 2 for infinitely many n and hence q−1 j=0 (X + j/q) ⊃ {nα 2 : n ∈ N} (mod 1).
Taking closure and applying the Baire category theorem, we see that X has a nonempty interior.
If (b) occurs, since X contains infinitely points, one can check that either
Again by the Baire category theorem, X has a non-empty interior.
Next assume that α 1 and α 2 are Q + -independent (mod 1). Then both of them are irrational. Below we treat the two cases separately: (c)
First suppose that α 2 − α 1 = p/q ∈ Q. It is easy to see that for n ≥ 1,
for some p n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , q − 1}. It follows that q−1 j=0 (X + j/q) ⊃ {nα 1 : n ∈ N} (mod 1), and so X has a non-empty interior.
Next we consider the case that α 2 − α 1 ∈ Q. Suppose that X − X is not dense in T. Then there exists δ > 0 so that X − X is not δ-dense in T.
Since α 2 − α 1 / ∈ Q, there exists a positive integer N such that the set
is δ-dense in T. Write τ (0) = 0 and
where #A stands for the cardinality of A. We claim that
Suppose on the contrary that the claim is false, i.e.,
Fix such n, m. Define
we see that the set {b 0 , . . . , b n } contains at least N consecutive integers, say t + 1, . . . , t + N. Observe that for each k,
Hence for j = 1, . . . , n,
Therefore,
where
. Consequently, X − X is δ-dense in T, leading to a contraction. This proves (2.2).
Next we use (2.2) to show that X has a non-empty interior. Indeed by (2.2), we have
and
that is, the two sequences (τ (n) + N) n≥1 and (N − τ (n)) n≥1 are both subadditive. It follows that the limit τ = lim n→∞ τ (n)/n exists, and moreover,
That means |τ (n) − nτ | ≤ N for all n ≥ 1, and so
and let
Let Y = {y n : n ∈ N}; then Y ⊂ X + Z (mod 1). Since Z is finite, by Baire category theorem, X has a non-empty interior if so does Y .
It remains to show that Y has a non-empty interior. Since τ ∈ [0, 1], τ and τ ′ can not be rational numbers simultaneously (otherwise, α 1 and α 2 are not Q + -independent (mod 1)). Therefore,
It is either the whole group T 2 or finitely many lines in T 2 with rational slope. Notice that
which can be regarded as the image of W under certain projection along an irrational direction since α 2 − α 1 / ∈ Q. Consequently, Y has a non-empty interior and so does X. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.5(i).
Before proving Theorem 1.5(ii), we first give two simple lemmas. Lemma 2.1. Consider the following system of linear equations in the variables z 1 , . . . , z ℓ :
where a i,j , b j ∈ Q for all i, j. Suppose that the system has a real solution. Then it must have a rational solution.
Proof. This is a classical result in linear algebra.
Proof. Suppose that A can be covered by intervals I 1 , . . . , I k . Then pA(mod 1) can be covered by the intervals pI 1 (mod 1), . . . , pI k (mod 1).
Proof of Theorem 1.5(ii). First observe that dim span Q (1, α 1 , . . . , α ℓ ) =: 1 + r > 1, otherwise α 1 , . . . , α ℓ are all rationals and hence X is a finite set, which leads to a contradiction. Therefore, r ≥ 1. Pick a suitable basis 1, β 1 , . . . , β r of span Q (1, α 1 , . . . , α ℓ ) so that (2.6)
for some p i,j ∈ Z and q i ∈ Q.
For i = 1, . . . , ℓ, set
Then b j (n) ∈ Z, and moreover,
Clearly, we have
As q i ∈ Q, the term c n := ℓ i=1 q i N i (n) (mod 1) can take only finitely many different values. However, by assumption, x n can take infinitely many different values, thus the sequence (b 1 (n), . . . , b r (n)) n≥0 of integer vectors is unbounded. Therefore, there exist r 0 ∈ {1, . . . , r} and a strictly increasing sequence (n s ) s≥1 of positive integers such that (1, α 1 , . . . , α ℓ ) and it satisfies the following relations:
Similar to (2.8), for n ≥ 0 we have
Then by (2.9), we have
Hence, by (2.9) again, we see that
and the sequence (2.14)
Now we define a new sequence ( x n ) n≥0 of points in T so that x 0 = 0 and (2.15) x n ≡ B(n) (mod 1) for n ≥ 1.
By (2.11) and (2.12), we see that
which can only take finitely many different values.
Next we prove a key lemma about the distribution of the sequence ( x n ).
Lemma 2.3. There exists k 0 ∈ N such that
for all integers k ≥ k 0 , where x = inf{|x − z| : z ∈ Z}.
Proof. We prove the lemma by contradiction. Suppose that the lemma is false. Then there exists a strictly increasing sequence (k l ) l≥1 of positive integers so that (2.17) k l x n < 1/5 for all n, l ≥ 1.
Let {x} and [x] denote the fractional part and integer part of the real number x, respectively.
Since the sequence r j=1 p i,j {k l β * j } l≥1 is bounded for every i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ}, by taking a subsequence of (k l ) l≥1 if necessary, we can assume that 
By (2.15) and (2.12), we have y l,n ≡ k l x n (mod 1), and so y l,n < 1/5 by (2.17). We claim that (2.20) |y l,n − y m,n | < 2/5 for all l, m ∈ N and n ≥ 0.
To see it, we proceed by induction on n. Clearly (2.20) holds for n = 0, since by definition y l,0 = 0 for all l ≥ 1. Now suppose that |y l,n − y m,n | < 2/5 for all l, m ∈ N and some n ≥ 0. Since y l,n < 1/5 and y m,n < 1/5, by (2.20) there exists z ∈ Z such that (2.21) y l,n , y m,n ∈ (z − 1/5, z + 1/5).
Observe that (2.18) ).
(2.22)
Since y l,n+1 < 1/5, we have |y l,n+1 − z ′ | < 1/5 for some z ′ ∈ Z, and so by (2.21),
Combining the above inequality with (2.22) yields that
Thus, by (2.21), |y m,n+1 − z ′ | < 4/5. Combining this with y m,n+1 < 1/5, we have |y m,n+1 − z ′ | < 1/5. Consequently, |y l,n+1 − y m,n+1 | < 2/5. This completes the proof of (2.20).
By (2.19) and (2.20),
.
That is
Replacing n by n s and dividing both sides by
By (2.14), the sequence
is bounded and hence has an accumulation point, say (t 1 , . . . , t r ). By (2.13) and (2.23), we have
Finally, letting k l − k m → ∞, we have r j=1 u j β * j = 1, which contradicts the fact that 1, β * 1 , . . . , β * r are Q-independent. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Let us continue the proof of Theorem 1.5(ii). We consider the cases r = 1 and r > 1 separately.
First assume that r = 1. In this case, we show that K has non-empty interior. For convenience, write β = β * 1 and p i := p i,1 . Then β is irrational and (2.24)
Recall that p i ∈ Z and q * i ∈ Q. Pick q ∈ N such that all q * i are the integral multiples of 1/q. Let p = max 1≤i≤ℓ |p i |. Since the set X = {x n : n ≥ 1} is infinite, we have p ≥ 1 and moreover, by the expression (2.24) of α i , it is not hard to see that
Taking closure and applying the Baire category theorem, we see that K = X has a non-empty interior.
Next assume r ≥ 2. Let m = max 1≤i≤ℓ r j=1 |p i,j |. We claim that for every n ∈ N, there exists k n ∈ {1, . . . , (mn) r + 1} such that
To prove this claim, fix n ∈ N and partition the unit cube [0, 1] r into (mn) r sub-cubes of side length 1 mn . Consider the following (mn) r + 1 vectors
By the pigeonhole principle, two of them, say v k and v k ′ , are contained in the same subcube, and thus
for all j ∈ {1, . . . , r}. The claim is proved by taking k n = |k ′ − k|.
Pick q ∈ N such that all q * i are the integral multiples of 1/q. By (2.10) and (2.25), we have
Define y n,s ∈ T so that (2.27) y n,s ≡ k n qx s (mod 1), n ≥ 1, s = 0, 1, . . . , and let Y n = {y n,s : s = 0, 1, . . .} ⊂ T. By (2.26) and the definition of x s , we have y n,s+1 − y n,s ≤ q/n for each s ≥ 0. It follows that
is an interval in T containing y n,0 = 0.
By (2.16), we have qx n = q x n (mod 1) for each n ≥ 1. Therefore, by Lemma 2.3, there exists k 0 > 0 such that
Hence by (2.27), for any n so that k n > k 0 , we have sup s≥0 y n,s ≥ a > 0, and hence the length of I n is not less than a. It follows that
where N δ (A) stands for the smallest number of intervals of length δ that are needed to cover A. Since Y n = k n qX (mod 1), by Lemma 2.2, we have
Since k n ≤ (mn) r + 1, we have
Noticing that the above inequality holds for all n ∈ N and m, q, r are constant, we have dim B X ≥ lim inf n→∞ log(an/q) log(2m r n r+1 ) = 1 r + 1 .
Thus we have dim B K = dim B X ≥ 1/(r + 1).
The proof of Theorem 1.2
We begin with a lemma about orthogonal groups. Let O(d) be the group of d × d orthogonal matrices operated by matrix multiplication.
Lemma 3.1. For every P ∈ O(d), there exists k ∈ N such that the closure of
Proof. This result might be well known, however we are not able to find a reference, so a proof is included for the reader's convenience.
Let P ∈ O(d), and let W be the closure of Let Z 0 = {j ∈ Z : P j ∈ W 0 }. Then Z 0 is a subgroup of Z. Since W/W 0 is finite, there are distinct j 1 , j 2 ∈ Z such that P j 1 and P j 2 both belong to a coset of W 0 . Hence P j 2 −j 1 ∈ W 0 , and consequently, Z 0 contains a nonzero element j 2 − j 1 . Therefore, Z 0 = kZ for some k ≥ 1. We claim that W 0 is the closure of {P kj : j ≥ 0}, from which the lemma follows since W 0 is connected.
Clearly W 0 contains the closure of {P kj : j ≥ 0}. Conversely, since W 0 is open and disjoint from {P j : k ∤ j}, it is also disjoint from the closure of {P j : k ∤ j}. Thus, W 0 is contained in the closure of {P kj : j ≥ 0}. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. For brevity, we write
n . Similarly, we also use the abbreviations ψ J and γ J for J ∈ {1, . . . , m} n .
Since F can be affinely embedded into E, there exist an invertible real
Without loss of generality, we only prove that the conclusion of Theorem 1.2 holds for j = 1, that is, there exist non-negative rational numbers t 1,i , i = 1, . . . , ℓ, such that
This is equivalent to show that α 1 , . . . , α ℓ are not Q + -independent (mod 1), where
log ρ i log γ 1 for i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ}.
Let P 1 be the orthogonal part of ψ 1 . By Lemma 3.1, there exists l ∈ N such that the closure of {P Clearly y ∈ φ i 1 ...in (E) for each n ≥ 0, which implies that
Since Φ satisfies the strong separation condition, we have
Moreover, for each n ∈ N, we have
For k, n ≥ 0, by (3.3) and (3.5) we have
where | · | denotes the standard Euclidean norm.
For the lower bound, we claim that
where δ is defined as in (3.4) and ρ * := max 1≤i≤ℓ ρ i . Indeed, suppose that (3.10) fails for some n with s n ≥ 1. Then
, which contradicts the definition of s n . This completes the proof of (3.10).
Taking algebraic difference, we have
Fix a nonzero vector v ∈ F − F . For any integer k ≥ 0, we have
Hence by (3.11),
Taking norm on both sides yields (3.12) ρ
Next we continue our arguments according to whether the sequence |MP
is constant.
is constant. In this case, applying (3.12) with k = 0 we obtain 
where dim B stands for upper box-counting dimension (cf. [7] ). Recall that α i = − log ρ i / log γ 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ. Clearly, (3.14) dim span Q (α 1 , . . . , α ℓ ) = dim span Q (log ρ 1 , . . . , log ρ ℓ ) =: λ.
Let ω = i 1 i 2 . . . ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} N , where i 1 i 2 . . . is the symbolic coding of y (see (3.2) ). Define a sequence (x n (ω)) ∞ n=1 ⊂ T so that x n (ω) ≡ n k=1 α i k (mod 1) for n ≥ 1.
Set X(ω) = {x n (ω) : n ∈ N}. Then we have f (V ) ⊃ X(ω) + log a log γ 1 (mod 1).
Combining this with (3.13) yields (1, α 1 , . . . , α ℓ ) − 1. By (3.14), λ = dim span Q (α 1 , . . . , α ℓ ) ≥ r. is not constant. For any integer p ≥ s 1 , let n = n p be the largest integer so that s n ≤ p, and define taking k = p − s n and p − s n + 1 in (3.12) respectively, we have (3.17) u 1,p , u 2,p ∈ E − E. We claim that π 2 is not a constant function. Otherwise, suppose that
for all g ∈ W . We have a = 1 since the sequence (|MP 
